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This paper presents a direct numerical simulation of particle sedimentation in two-phase
flow with thermal convection. The sedimentation processes of elliptical particles are
investigated in three different scenarios with isotherm, hot, and cold Newtonian fluids.
We demonstrate that different particle shapes and orientations can result in quite differ-
ent flow behaviors. Some interesting results have been obtained, which are very helpful
for better understanding of the particle sedimentation processes.
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1. Introduction

Multiphase flows of particle sedimentation with thermal convection widely exist in
industrial and natural processes and are fundamentally important both for academic
researches and engineering applications [Jog et al. (1996); Lin et al. (2002); Liu et al.
(2004)]. They are associated with complex flow physics including reaction, heat
and mass transfers, thermal and compositional convections, moving and deformable
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interfaces, and particle–particle interactions and, therefore, they are difficult for
numerical simulations [Codina and Houzeaux (2009); Anthony (2009); Takeuchi
et al. (2008)].

Current knowledge of flow and transport in reaction and multiphase system is
largely empirical and theoretical modeling remains phenomenological [Mezhericher
et al. (2008); Deen and Annaland (2007)]. In addition, most of the current studies
concentrate on circular particles. However, practical applications involve more non-
circular particles and forces on particles are usually revised by “equivalent diameter”
and degree of sphericity [Jae and Ronald (2004); You et al. (2003)]. Traditional ways
to solve particle sedimentation problems rely on theoretical analysis and laboratory
findings [Mcleod et al. (1996); Kuehn and Goldstein (1976)] and are limited to sim-
ple cases. Computer simulations have been playing an important role in investigat-
ing more complicated cases with dispersed two-phase flows using numerical models
such as homogeneous multi-phase model, mean-shift model, and two-fluid model.
These numerical models cannot describe the inner structure and details of the mul-
tiphase flow field, and are not able to investigate the particle–fluid inter-coupling
mechanism accurately due to the over-simplified hypothesis such as stationery and
single particle without considering thermal convection effects [Acrivos and Taylor
(1962); Shigeo and Hideo (2001)]. It is necessary to establish numerical models that
can investigate the coupled physics with fluid flow, thermal convection, and mass
transfer of moving particles [Gan et al. (2003); Feng et al. (1994)].

In this paper, the sedimentation processes of elliptical particles have been inves-
tigated by using a direct numerical simulation method and some revealing results
have been obtained.

2. Problem Description and Numerical Methods

A circular particle of diameter 2d or an elliptical particle with a major axis 2d and
a minor axis d is released from the central line of a channel with zero initial velocity.
The size of the channel is L and 8d in x and y directions (Fig. 1) and the channel
is filled with a Newtonian fluid. The distances from the initial particle position to
the channel top/bottom are 15d. The initial fluid temperature is T0 and the solid
particle temperature is fixed at Ts. The particle is incorporated into a hot or cool
fluid of the same material, Gr = 1,143, Pr = 0.7. The particle destiny ρs is greater
than the fluid destiny ρo and the particle starts to move under gravity.

The continuity, momentum, and energy equations for the fluid are [An et al.
(2008); Liu et al. (2009); Liu et al. (2010)]:

∇ · v = 0, (1)

ρ0

(
∂v

∂t
+ v · ∇v

)
= −∇p + µ∇2v + ρg, (2)

ρ0cp

(
∂T

∂t
+ v · ∇T

)
= k∇2T. (3)
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the computational domain. The vertical channel has a width of 8d and is
sufficiently long, so that top and bottom boundaries have little influence on the motion of the
particle.

The fluid density ρ varies with the temperature T according to the Boussinesq
approximation:

ρ = ρ0[1 − β(T − T0)], (4)

where ρ0 is the fluid density at the far-field temperature T0 and β is the coefficient
of thermal expansion for the fluid.

The particle translates and rotates according to the following equations:

mi
dVi

dt
= Gi + Fi, (5)

Ii
dΩi

dt
= Ti, (6)

where i denotes the ith particle, mi and Ii is the mass and moment of inertia of
the particle, Vi and Ωi are its velocity and angular velocity, and Gi, Fi, and Ti are
the body force, hydrodynamic force, and moment, respectively.

On the four sides of the computational domain we impose the following condi-
tions (see Fig. 1):

v = 0, T = T0 on BC, CD, DA, and

τxy = τyy = 0,
∂T

∂x
= 0 on AB,

where τ represents total stress components. During the simulation, the compu-
tational domain is redefined at each time step according to the positions of the
particles. The size of the computational domain and the particles positions to the
up and bottom are fixed. Therefore, v = 0 on CD implies that the channel is so
deep that the falling particles drive no net flow rate. In our study, mi and Ii equal
to πρsd

2/4 and πρsd
4/32, respectively.
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The dimensionless parameters are:

Reynolds number:

Re =
ρ0Ud

µ
,

Grashof number:

Gr =
ρ2
0β∆Td3g

µ2
,

Prandtl number:

Pr =
µcp

k
, and

Rayleigh number:

Ra = GrPr.

It is clear that the problem involves coupled physics with fluid flow, thermal
convection, and mass transfer of moving particles. To effectively investigate such
fluid-particle two-phase flow problem on micro-scale, we have developed a direct
numerical simulation method, in which the full Navier–Stokes equations are solved
using finite-element formulation for fluid flow. The Arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian
(ALE) method is used in this paper to compute the fluid flow. The motion of
particles is obtained by integrating their equations of motion using the hydrody-
namic force and torque and the motion of particles also provides boundary condi-
tion for fluid flow. An unstructured mesh of triangular elements generated by the
Delaunary–Voronoi method is used. As the particles move, the mesh moves and
deforms according to a mesh velocity determined by a Laplace equation. A collision
rule is introduced to account for solid contact due to surface roughness. The gov-
erning equations are discretized using a Galerkin formation. Residues from the solid
and fluid momentum equations are combined into one weak form. In this way, the
hydrodynamic force and moment cancel out between the two phases and need not
be computed explicitly. The position of the particles is updated explicitly but their
velocity is determined implicitly along with the fluid velocity to ensure stability of
the scheme. The time step is automatically adjusted according to the velocity and
acceleration of the particles. The nonlinearity in convection is handled by Newton
iteration and the linear systems are solved using an iterative algorithm. The effec-
tiveness of the numerical scheme has been validated using a series of examples with
thermal convection [Liu et al. (2009)].

3. Results and Discussions

To investigate how thermal convection affects the hydrodynamic force on a particle
and hence its motion, three cases are simulated including non-convection isothermal
particle sedimentation (T0 = Ts), cold particle sedimentation in hot (T0 > Ts) fluid,
and hot particle sedimentation in cold (T0 < Ts) fluid, respectively. The elliptical
particle with an initial major axis vertical to x-axis is marked “diaa = 2, diab = 1,”
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and in contrast, the elliptical particle with an initial major axis parallel to x-axis is
marked “diaa = 1, diab = 2.” The solid-to-fluid destiny ratio ρs/ρ0 = 1.00464.

3.1. Non-convection particle sedimentation

Figure 2 shows that the elliptical particle whose initial major axis is vertical to
x-axis accelerates monotonically after release, then reaches maximal velocity and
settles along the center of the channel at constant velocity. The elliptical particle
whose major axis is parallel to x-axis accelerates to its maximum after release, then
decreases to a constant value, migrates away from the centerline at the beginning
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Fig. 2. Non-convection particle sedimentation: (a) settling trajectories, (b) variation of vertical
velocities with time, (c) angular velocity component, and (d) flow field at 100 s.
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accompanying with increasing angular velocity. The angular velocity attains maxi-
mum, as the particle nears the end of the migration and then the particle moves back
to the centerline. The particle rotates from parallel to vertical to the x-axis during
the process and displays weak and somewhat irregular lateral oscillations about the
centerline. It finally rotates about the axis vertical to x-axis and the oscillation dies
out gradually. The terminal velocities of the two elliptical particles are equal, being
1.403 cm/s, which is smaller than that of the circle particle 2.217 cm/s.

The particle oscillations are caused by the vortex shedding, the inertial lift, and
torque associated with the orientation of the elliptical particle when changing the
major axis location, which can be revealed by the flow field. The circular particle
and the elliptical particle whose initial major axis vertical to x-axis accompany
with symmetric and steady vortex shedding without rotation. The trail structure
of the elliptical particle whose major axis is parallel to x-axis diversifies constantly.
Besides, the particles will be confined by the wall during sedimentation, which forces
the particles to equilibrate at the center of the channel.

3.2. Cold particle sedimentation in hot (T0 > TS) fluid

The elliptical particle whose initial major axis is vertical to x-axis straight falls down
along the centerline in hot fluid initially, then develops a regular lateral oscillation
(Fig. 3(a)). The amplitudes of oscillation increase from zero to 0.2d for the circular
particle and 0.7d for the elliptical particle. The angular velocity is not similar to that
observed in the above case with isothermal particles. The particles rotate about the
equilibrium position vertical to x-axis (Fig. 3(a)). The elliptical particle whose major
axis is parallel to x-axis migrates to the wall and then achieves regular oscillation
about the centerline. For both cases of elliptical particles, the final amplitudes of
oscillation are the same.

The regular particle oscillation is caused by the combination of downward ther-
mal convection and the upward external flow in the boundary layer. The flow in
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Fig. 3. Cold particle sedimentation in hot (T0 > Ts) fluid: (a) settling trajectories, (b) variation of
vertical velocities upon time, (c) angular velocity component, and (d) flow field and temperature
contour at 100 s.
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Fig. 3. (Continued)

the rear and front of the particle brings reverse forces, which generates “twist equi-
librium.” If there is lateral disturbance to the right during the sedimentation, the
downward and upward flow will shift to the left of the particle, which results in
an asymmetric force on the particle’s left which pushes the particle to the right.
When the particle approaches the solid wall, the repulsive force on the particle is
stronger. Sometimes, the resultant forces point to right, which push the particle
to the centerline. These form the regular oscillation periodically. The major axis is
vertical to x-axis during sedimentation when the particle achieves equilibrium. The
lateral oscillation and angular velocity are the same in both cases with elliptical
particles.
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The cold particles have greater vertical velocities, lateral oscillation, and angular
velocity in contrast to corresponding isothermal particles, the reason is that down-
ward thermal convection speeds up the sedimentation. The vortex shedding also
contributes to the movement style of the particles (Fig. 3(d)).

3.3. Hot particle sedimentation in cold (T0 < TS) fluid

The circular particle settles along the centerline after release; its velocity is smaller
than that of the corresponding isothermal particle, increases with time, and then
reaches the maximum value. There is no angular velocity all the time. The elliptical
particles move away from centerline and then develop a regular lateral oscillation
about an off-center equilibrium position (Fig. 4). The particle whose major axis
is parallel to x-axis achieves equilibrium first. The vertical velocities and angular
velocities develop a regular oscillation too. During the sedimentation of hot particle
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Fig. 4. Hot particle sedimentation in cold (T0 < Ts) fluid: (a) settling trajectories, (b) variation of
vertical velocities upon time, (c) angular velocity component, and (d) flow field and temperature
contour at 100 s.
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(d)

Fig. 4. (Continued)

in the cold fluid, the warm wake forms a strong upward thermal plume; the hot layer
of fluid next to the particles carry upward momentum; therefore, the hot particles
have smaller vertical velocities and lateral and angular velocities are in contrast to
isothermal particles. The off-center equilibrium position sedimentation is resulted
from the warm wake: if the jet is displaced to the left, say, the faster flow near the
left wall will reduce the local pressure, the lateral migration is driven by the high
pressure on the right side as well as the strong shear stress on the upper right of the
particle. Moreover, when the particle approaches the solid wall, the repulsive force
on the particle is stronger. Then, at certain lateral location, the particle achieves
off-center equilibrium. The circular particle has a bigger velocity and the thermal
convection effect is suppressed; therefore, it settles steadily without oscillation.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, the sedimentation processes of elliptical particles in a Newtonian
fluid were directly simulated in a vertical channel at three different scenarios with
isotherm, hot, and cold Newtonian fluids. The flow behavior is affected by vortex
shedding, inertial lift, wall confinement, and torque associated with the orientation
of the particle for elliptical particles when changing the major axis location. It is
shown that elliptical particles can lead to more complicated flow behavior than cir-
cular particles. For isothermal particle sedimentation, the final direction of major
axis of the elliptical particle is vertical to x-axis. For cold particle sedimentation in
hot fluid, the elliptical particle eventually develops a regular lateral oscillation along
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the centerline of the channel with the same oscillation amplitudes for both particle
orientations. The downward thermal convection speeds up the sedimentation pro-
cess; therefore, the cold particles have greater vertical velocities, lateral oscillation,
and angular velocity in contrast to isothermal particles. For hot particle sedimenta-
tion in cold fluid, the elliptical particles develop a regular lateral oscillation about
an off-center equilibrium position after release and the vertical and angular veloc-
ities change periodically. The warm wake forms a strong upward thermal plume
that is prominent at low Reynolds number. The hot particles have smaller vertical
velocities and lateral and angular velocities are in contrast to the isothermal parti-
cles. Besides, similar results were obtained while the ratio of a/b is slightly larger
than two, and further studies include applying this method to moving fluids and/or
non-Newtonian fluids.
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